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Abstract. The aim of this work is to cTc;1t c a sinudntion 111odcl of a manufacturing 
system operating within the suppl y chain by sys kn1 dyn:uni cs approach heeding 
dynamics of system-company and l:t<·tors that 1n;1 y alh.Tt pcrl(mnance, so that 
management can have a usciLd fool 1<11' <kcision Sllf'l""'t. Th e rcsults have shown 
interesting correlations between llJ:IIl:IJ',<.:Ill cnt dn>ircs and til<' sysll'n1 ontpul s. 

Keywords. Reworking, System Dynantics, Supply ( 'liain, I >cc ision Support 

Systems 

Introduction 

In the production systems, the manufacturing outputs of low quality is inevitable, due 
to several factors (human resources, machines, uncertainty related to the process 
technology); for this reason, numerous studies have been conducted in order to manage 
the problems arising from the production of pieces of poor quality. In some cases, 
faulty items can be reworked and repaired in order to reduce the total cost of inventory 
and production. Products that incorporate within them a significant value, for example 
because the raw material is expensive, rarely are rejected; very often a reworking is 
made to bring back the faulty product within specifications. Reworking activities are 
also conducted under appropriate regulations that encourage the reduction of waste or 
to give the company a "green" image. Companies that produce semiconductors, glass, 
metals are typical examples of companies where reworking are routinely performed. 
The uncertainty of process performance must be appropriately considered in the 
assessment of costs, in performance evaluating, during operational decisions to be 
laken. · 

In manufacturing systems, where products are made in-house instead of being 
pun;hased from outside suppliers, is used a model known as Economic Production 
()uantity (EPQ) or as EMQ (Economic Manufacturing Quantity). In the EPQ is 
~.;onsidered the rate of replenishment not instantaneous of warehouse ti·om 
ntanufacturing process and it is determined the optimal production lot to minituizl· 
inventory costs and expected production. The classical models of Economi~.; ( >nll'l 
l)uanlity (EOQ) and EPQ do not consider random returns in supply and produl'li<>tl 
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llw tssit\ ' lh;1l will be addressed with the present work is related to the developmcnl "I 
:1 IIHHkl lo evaluate the performance of a production system that has a yield less llm11 
lllll' , This implies the presence of a stream of products to be reworked durinp 
p1' •dud. ion process. 

I. Literature review 

When product returns are random, the output quantity can differ from the input 
amounts during production, and the received amount from a supplier may differ fi·ont 
the ordered quantity. In particular, in the production systems, due to several factors, the 
generations of products of low quality is inevitable. For this reason, numerous studjcs 
have been..conducted in order to manage problems arising from the production of poor 
quality parts. Y ano and Lee [9] identify different ways to model the uncertainty of the 
production process efficiency: 

• Bernoulli Process: is the simplest model in which it is assumed the number or 
good units in a lot Q has a binomial distribution with parameters Q and p 
(probability to generate an output good unit from a unit in input). 

• Stochastically proportional yield: in which specifies the distribution of the 
fraction of good parts (or rate of return) and so, unlike the previous case, we 
have the mean and the variance of yield. In this model the fraction of good 
parts is considered invariant to changing ofQ. 

• Geometric Model: this approach differs from the previous one. It is assumed 
that the fraction of good parts is not proportional to Q but it changes 
stochastically to vary of Q. It is hypothesized that the process is in control at 
the start and then it shifts to one state out of control, creating pieces of poor 
quality. 

• Random Capacity: in which it is assumed that uncertainty of returns is due to 
breakage of machinery and equipment to unreliable. 

In the paper [24] the authors have developed an EMQ model for imperfect 
production systems, imperfect reworking, rejection random rate and constrained level 
of service. They claim that, although in the production backlogs scheduling can be a 
good strategy to lower production costs and inventory, too high and uncontrolled 
backlogs can lead to an unacceptable service level that may cause losses in future sales. 

In the paper [24] is claimed that the lead time behavior of a production system 
changes from the effective useful of the production system and the amount of 
uncertainty. The use depends on the comparison between the demand (load) and the 
supply (capacity). The demand is represented by customers with their orders load the 
production system, loading which is evaluated in terms of quantity and delivery time. 
The supply covers the skills and resources available to satisfy the order. The 
uncertainty is related to both demand and supply with regard to where the supply takes 
into account possible breakdown of machinery, quality problems, etc., the interruption 
of supply decreases the effective capacity of the system .. Since the system capacity 
determined, customer orders generate a completion for resources. In a system that 
operates in accordance with those uncertainties the results in a congestion leads to the 
increase of the average lead time. 
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1.1. The initial model 

The model from which we started is taken by a paper 1241 that studies the dynamic 
behavior of a moderate complexity supply chain (SC) through the systern dynamics 
technique. The SC modeled consists of a supplier, manuf~tc turer, distributor and retailer. 
The manufacturing company in the center of the SC follows a Make to Order (MTO) 
pro a uction policy. Consumer demand refers to 10 products; demand rates of the actors 
in the chain depend on the policies of reordering adopted by the downstream consumer. 
The simulation refers to a period of one year; the software chosen by the authors [24] 
for modeling is STELLA® (Isee Systems). We focus our attention on the Causal Loop 
Diagram (CLD), made for the manufacturing part. 

Figure 2. CLD about manufacturing company. 
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" Mgap" lllL:ans manufilduring gap and represents a criterion fi>r cvaluniiiiJ! ,, 
Wlnpany's ability lo mL:d orders. When the gap is positive, it indicates the prL:s,.,,, .,. 111 

paris i11lht: syslcrn; il'lhc gap is negative, it indicates the presence of"Backlop.s" (I• ' 

oulslandinp, orders). 
'f'hL: lirsl 1hi11g I hal is ohsL:rvcd, by looking causal loop (figure 2), it is thai lht'll' m,· 

lhnT conlrol loops. 
Th•; li rsl loop hi1•.hli phlcll by the blue rectangle - is related to the inventor' '· II 

"(),1sircd l'mduclion Hal·" increases "Production Rate" increases too; lhis lw.l 
dn:rl·asL:s with irHTt·asinl~ ol'"l'nHhtL:tiun Time". This is clear because if time to work 11 

unil o f' pmdud im;n.:nscs lhen production rate, that feeds the fmished prod!H'I•• 
w:1rdH•wa·, will d\'Cil·as~,; . The production time is dependent on manufacturer L:apac ily, 
a~;sullltal L:ljll:li to :>o pieces per week. Increasing production rate "Inventory" wrll 
incrt·as(· too: fill' I his n.:ason the gap (Mgap) will be positive. A positive gap implies llr l' 
dn'l'l'aSl' or lhL: "I )(;sired Production Rate", as the company's goal is to prevent thai iii 
llw sysk111 unsold pieces remain that, being customized for a particular custonll'r , 
would cons( iluk only a cost tor the company. 

The loop on the WIP (Work in Process) -highlighted by the green rectangle - i: : 
a I so o I' coni rol. ThL: increase of the "Desired Production Rate" increases "WIP" in llw 
syskn1 and this has a positive influence on the gap that, once again, affects in :1 

m~gal ivc way the desired production rate. If, in fact, the number of orders that it wan Is 

lo aehievc is entered into the system becoming WIP (even if it has not been complckd 
working of pieces that will take them to increase Inventory level), it must consider in 
order to avoid overproduction. 

The third loop - highlighted by the red rectangle - is related to "Backlogs" and it is 
intended to reduce them to zero. When the "Shipment Rate" increases, the backlogs 
level decreases and also the "Inventory" decreases because emptied of products that arc 
sent to customers. The order rate has a positive influence both on backlogs both on 
"Desired Shipment Rate". Increasing backlogs, gap becomes negative and desired 
shipment rate increases. 

"Desired Shipment Rate" is equal to "Order Rate", delayed of "Lead Time", and 
backlogs. Delaying "Order Rate" of "Lead Time" is made so that order is shipped by 
the promised delivery date to the customer, considering thus time of realization of the 
product itself. 

Increasing the gap, the lead time decreases because the pieces are going through 
the system and the moment comes when they are ready to be shipped. 

The "Outstanding Orders" are orders pending and increase with increasing order 
rate and decrease if shipment rate decreases. The desired production rate is the 
difference between the outstanding orders and the gap. In this way the desired 
production rate, through the gap, is reduced if in the system there are pieces and then if 
the gap is positive. Instead, if the gap is negative, the desired production rate increases. 

2. Proposed Model 

The development of the proposed model is divided in 3 steps: 
• development of sub model relating to production; 
• development of sub model relating to the warehouse; 
• merging of two previous sub models. 
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2.1. Development of sub model on the production 

In the figure 3 is represented the causal loop related to production. 

Figure 3. Causal map for productive part 

In figure 3 we can see an improvement of the CLD in figure 2 highlighted by the 
green rectangle. We have introduced the "Yield Factor" that influences positively 
"Production Rate" and negatively the "Rework" and "Scraps". 

In our model, a high yield process leads to an increase of the "Production Rat e" 
which then fills up faster than the finished goods warehouse. Again, the increase or 
"Yield Factor" there is a decrease of the waste but also a decrease of the pieces lo 
rework. The pieces that require reworking contribute to increase the leve l or Wl l' 

before they can become finished product warehouse or waste. The el'kcls ul" an 
imperfect production process will become clear through the· gap that will sc. · ·1n 

increasing WIP, going to affect the "Desired Production Rate". In the filllows scclio11 
we show the stock and flow diagram, which is obtained fi·om the CLD ( figure :1 ). 
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As Gill he observed in figure 4, between the level WIP variable and 111, 
"Inventory", we have inserted a sub structure which takes account of rework inr lli'Pt'•"•'· 
(this pa rt is highlighted by green rectangle) . The "Quality Control" variabk is rr'P:lrll'd 
by both llows that represent all pieces of good quality which should be in inwnlo iY, 
and I hl· dcli:cl ivc l"lows. The ra te of good parts, the yield rate, which depends 011 lilt • 
yield (;•clor, aclu:dly, we consider a deterministic parameter obtained from the prnr•••.•J 
rapabilily 1'? <•1. If" w · assumc thc process capability distributed according to a nOI'lllld 
linH'I ion wilh a cnlain average and a degree of variance, according to the lirnil s ol 
:1ssig1ll'd lok:ranc~· - wt· can calculate the yield factor as the probability that a pice~· l·1 
l'OIIIJ!Ii;lnl. h11· ~·.\:llllpk, if': 

(' -N(!t :n) : /,.\'!. - k-rx ; USL=k+a ( I ) 

w!lnc < · is c;;pahility, LSL is the iower specification limit and USL is the uppl"l 
spcrif"iralion limil. 

The yield (;tclor is represented by: 

The process capability can also be considered in the model as a random variahl · 
but in our analysis we consider the yield factor as a deterministic parameter. 

The "Defective Rate" fills up the variable of defective parts level (Defectives). 
From this variable we have designed two output flows: one related to waste and one fbr 
reworking units, that become, after, WIP. The percentage of reworking pieces can b · 
assumed constant for the time but after we will define as a random variable. 

The production time in the model depends of company ability. 
In our hypothesis the firm works with an MTO policy: when it receives the order 

defines the time needed for its implementation. This time will serve to determine the 
date of delivery to the customer which can wait the stages of transformation of the 
desired products. This is the reason because our sub model differs graphically differs 
from that proposed by paper [24]. 

The rule that we propose for the adjustment of the lead time is different from that 
proposed in the paper [24]. This adjustment considers the value assumed by the gap 
based on a delay that depends on the constant which we have called "Delay" and that 
represents the smoothing constant. Therefore, the lead time is set right, trying to 
smooth the information from the random component. 

We have carried out a first simulation setting a constant "Order Rate", a "Yield 
Factor" of 100%, therefore the absence of reworking, and an initial value equal zero of 
WIP level and Inventory, so to send immediately flows in backlogs and observe the 
dynamics. 
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··········-·-------·--·-·· ·---·- --·- -·- --- 1- GAP I 

Figure 5. Gap trend in perfect production process hypothesis 

As it is possible to see in figure 5, the gap fluctuates during the first periods to 
settle back down to zero from about the sixth month. This helps us to understand that 
the system reaches equilibrium and that the negative loop on the Gap operates as 
intended. The oscillations are due to the presence of delays in the system and to the 
model parameters assigned. 

In the second step we carry out a simulation considering the yield factor equal to 
50% and a percentage of reworking pieces equal to 50%, i.e. in the event of imperfect 
production process. 

The tables 1 and 2 show the numerical results obtained by the simulations 
considering in the first case a yield rate of 1 00% and in the second case a yield rate and 
a percentage of defective pieces of 50%. 
Table I. Desired Production rate, WIP, Inventory, Backlogs and sales values in case of perfect production 

Time Desired Production WIP Lead Time Backlogs Sales (wdg) 
Rate (wdg/da) (wdg) (da) (wdg) 

Jan I 2012 0 00 0 00 0 20 0 00 _Q,OO 
Jan 2 2012 20,00 0,00 0,20 10,00 0,00 
Jan 3 2012 20,00 20,00 0,20 20,00 0,00 
Jan 4 2012 0,00 19,59 0,20 10,01 19,99 
Jan 5 2012 0,00 0,39 0,21 0,40 39,60 
Jan 6 2012 18,84 0,39 0,39 9,62 40,38 
Jan 7 2012 14,81 9,31 0,34 14,72 45,28 
Jan 8 2012 5,37 14,50 0,25 10,09 59,91 
Jan 9 2012 5,10 5,55 0,25 5,47 74,53 

Jan 102012 13,88 5,29 0,33 9,64 80,36 
Jan II 2012 14,30 13,71 0,33 14,06 85,94 
Jan 12 2012 6,05 14,12 0,25 10,23 99,77 
Jan 13 2012 5,50 6,20 0,24 6,00 114,00 

( 
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Tlrblc 2. IJcsired production Rate, WIP, Inventory, Backlogs e Sales values in case of imperfect prodwtion 

Tinu: Desired Productiori WIP Lead Time Backlogs Sales (wdg)-
Ratc (wd~:/da) (wdg) (da) (wdg) 

Jan I 2012 0,00 0,00 0,20 0,00 0,00 
Jan 2 2012 20.00 0,00 0,20 10,00 0,00 
Jan 1 2012 20,00 20,00 0,20 20,00 0,00 
.lmJ ' i 20I2 I>,XI, 26,11 0,20 16,68 13,32 
.Inn , ~01 ~ 2AX 15,54 0,21 9,25 30,75 
Jan(, ~ OJ ~ 11,10 7,92 0,39 8,65 41,35 
.lan 720I 2 J:I,2J 11,78 0,51 13,07 46,93 
.l;nJ X ~0 I ~ I I ,'12 17,92 0,50 15,03 54,97 
.Lnl 'I :'.0 I'.! 7.'11 17,72 0,48 12,98 67,02 

Jan I 0 '.!Ill:! 7,X 11 13,82 0,54 11 ,02 78,98 
Jan I I .W 1.. I 0,:19 12,54 0,63 11,60 88,40 
Jan 12 ?.0 12 I I ,10 14,52 0,68 13,03 96,97 
.i1111 J.\ 'l,()J 2 J0.()(! 16,02 0,70 J3,18 106,82 

i'ron• Jilt; c01nparison it is observe that in the case where the reworking process is 
pcrll:ci, desired prodnclion rate, WIP, lead time and backlogs have, average, lower 
valnt:s conlpart:d lo lhc case where the production process generates waste and 
reworking picn·s. Wil h regard to the sales it is observed a value greater than those in 
I he firs I casc: i.e. I hc company not sells all that is required because times to process arc 
increased. 

Til · purpose or the desired production rate is to bring to zero the gap and in the 
casc of' inlpcrll:ci process of production we have observed that this does not happen. So 
wc I ricd lo increase the desired rate of production rate scrap and, so, we modified the 
slock a11d llow diagram as follows : 

0 
,.~ , , 

/ 
••• ·-- .... . ..... ~h 

LTin 

Figure 6. Stock and flow with desired production rate increased scrap rate 

What we get from the simulation is a Gap value in equilibrium condition slightly 
above zero, as it is possible to observe from the figure 7. 

The negative loop needs to run best on information of pieces that leave the system 
because discarded. This also means that in our causal loop lacks the link between Scrap 
Rate and Desired Production Rate. 

s: 
p 

\ 
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Figure 7. CLD with information about scraps lor the definition of Desired Production Rate 

Let's see what happens to gap if instead of a constant demand we give to the 
system a demand as represented in figure 8, returning to the hypothesis of a perfect 
process. 

Figure 8. Gap trend relating random dcn1and 

As it can be seen, the gap has a highly variable trend in corn.:spondence of" the high 
variability of the application, which causes strong backlogs. Will' II till' applicat ion takes 
on a more regular trend, the negative loop tends to zero at the end or 1 he sinu1 I at ion run. 

2.2. Development of the sub model related to inventmy nuuwgelllc 'lll 

The first hypothesis that we do is that there are no assembly ope rat ions lor the 
realization of fmished products, as Ozbayrak M. et al. [24] suggest. In addition we 
suppose that the company wants offer a high service level to customers; therefore a 
stock out ofraw materials warehouse may result in delaying or to make impossible the 
supply of the customer requests. Adopting a policy of ROL type (Re-Order-Level) it 
implements a continuous monitoring of the available inventory that is weii suited to 
products which are associated with high failure costs or those in category A of Pareto 
dassification. The adopted policy is to reorder variable quantity and, therefore, (s,S) 
1ypc _where "s" is the reorder level and "S" is the level of maximum inventory tenable 
in stock. Operationaily, each time that the level of available inventory goes below the 
1ninimum threshold "s"; it issues an order of"S" size less than the available inventory. 
The variability of the ordered quantities may clash with the flexibility of suppliers. 
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We will show the CLD on the raw materials warehouse at the beginning withou t 
considering the interactions and relationships that can arise with the produd io11 
processes. 

\ 

' \ / 
:.1 1ppli1' l'$ De livery Rate 

+ r (-)RM 

\ , 

,, · · · -~.;: Order Quant ity 

(-)oo 

Fi~-:ure 9. Causal map of raw material warehouse 

Till· first tiling tll ;1 l we can see in the causal diagram (figure 9) is the presence of 
two lll')',;ltiw li:cdback. If the amount ofraw material warehouse and orders already 
I<IIIIIL'ill'd to .~ 11pplicrs - but not yet received - increase the quantity of goods to order 
li'on1 o11r s11pplicrs decrease to restore the desired level of stock. Increasing quantity of 
good~; ll'IJII irl'd to suppliers, it must also increase the rate of delivery ofthese, which in 
tum inl'n,ascs the stock level. In this way it controls the quantity of goods to be ordered 
so it i.~ rcqu ired that is necessary so that the production is not interrupted. The 
outstanding orders increase with increasing the required quantity of suppliers and they 
decrease ;1s !he goods are delivered, i.e. with increasing of delivery rate of suppliers. 
Tile supply lime is the time taken by suppliers to give us what is required, for example, 
c;111 lK: equal to the days of sailing a ship can be used to reach the port of discharge, or 
the travel time it takes for a train goods to reach the destination, it is clear, therefore, 
that an increasing of this, the delivery rate should be decreasing. Now let's focus on the 
l'l;order k:vel. We know that in the more general case in which application and 
reordering of time are variable, the reorder level is given by: 

(3) 

where Q, 1 are the expected values of demand and time of reorganization; "z" is 
the service level that we want to offer; a, represents the standard deviation of time to 
reorganize, expressed in the same unit of 1; O'ct is the standard deviation of demand in 
the same unit of d. From the expression of reorder level it realizes that if it increases the 
supply time and the rate of consumption, which in the figure 9 is the desired production 
rate, the reorder level increases causing an increase in inventory stock. 

The desired production rate, finally, has a negative influence on Raw Material 
(RM) Inventory because it deprives this stock. The CLD converted in terms of stock 
and flow, becomes: 
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Figure 10. Stock and Flow Diagram relating RM Inventory 

In the previous figure "S" is the value of maximum inventory, enabled in stock. As 
the raw material warehouse is emptied from the desired rate of production, is 
dynamically updated the value of Q which is the amount that will be ordered to 
suppliers once the inventory level goes below the reorder level. Lot Q is equal to 

Q = S- RM inventory - Outstanding Orders (4) 

Then Q takes into account the quantity of ordered goods but not delivered yet and 
this is understandable if se think that in a policy to reorder point type (s,S), the quantity 
to be ordered is the difference between the desired level of stock and the availahlc 
inventory where the available inventory is the sum of the item actually it.Lstock and the 
incoming that. As explained in literature with "stock on hand" it mt.:ans tht.: stock is 
actually in the warehouse at time "t", while "available stock" or "co nun it ted", it n1cans 
the stock on hand plus that ordered but not yet delivered. Tht.: stock level on hand and 
that engaged, differ during the reorder time. 

The expression of Order Policy is as follows: 

IF (RM Inventory + Outstanding Orders<Re-order /,('l '<'ls: {_); ()· < l-1'l~~ ;--- >) (5) 

wdg is an unit of measure and it means widget. 
Thus, when the available inventory goes below tht.: rt.:ordt.:r kvcl, then it orders a 

quantity of goods equal to Q. The value generated !i·om order Policy instantaneously 
rills the variable of ordered Q level. 

With regard to the Supply Timt.:, which goes to determine the rate at which the 
mriahle Order Q level is emptied, wt.: have choose to place it equal to one day to begin 
11111 .':tudy but subsequently the value can be changed or even it could be transform in a 
11111dorn variable. The Safety Stock (SS) docsn 't appear into the model because we are 
111ak ing references to constant parameters and it takes place when the reorder time and 
llll' dcrnand rate are variable, or rather when we have at our disposal the variance of 
llw:l(' variables. 

l'utting, therefore, a constant rate of desired production rate, equal to 30 
'' cl)'/da -·> (da is a unit or mt.:asure and it means days), or rather 30 pieces per a day 

1111ol u ~; v:duc equal to 300 <<wdg>>, the level stock trend is shown in the table 3. 
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Reached the reorder point, it is generated an order that restores the level Ol'lb;ir, ·d 
stock the next day. Indeed, we have assumed a Supply Time of a day, the rail; ,,. 
consurnplion in a day is 30 pieces and when the stock in hand is cancelled, the ordcr'l'd 
goods arrive in warehouse, avoiding stock out situations. The Time Table confirms llml 
an order or 270 pieces is released when the stock in hand goes below the reorder lcvd 
The released order will arrive lo warehouse the next day. In this way, warehouse will 
he rclilbl when I he stock in hand will be equal to zero, avoiding stock out as we hopnl. 

/ir/11' /1/rii<T i rlill'rlr<'iiiJIIS<' 'li'me Table 7/·end 

.l;n1 :1 2012 

.ian 4 2012 

.la11 5 2012 
Jan62012 
Jan 7 2012 
.lanX2012 
.lan92012 

Jan I 0 2012 
Jan 11 2012 
Jan 12 2012 
Jan 13 2012 
Jan 14 2012 
Jan 15 2012 
Jan 16 2012 

2.3. Merging of the submodels 

RM Inventory (wdg) 
300 
270 
240 
210 
180 
150 
120 
90 
60 
30 

0 
240 
210 
180 
150 
120 

Ordered Q (wdg) 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

270 
0 
0 
0 
0 

From the merging of sub model relating the management of inventory row materials 
and relating production part that, it obtains an overall model of our company MTO. 
The Desired Production Rate expression now becomes: 

Min((OutstandingOrders-Gap)/Timestep+Scrap Rate;RM Inventory/Timestep) (5) 

That is, the function takes the minimum between what it would like to send in 
production and what it can send in production, according to availability of raw material 
stock. 
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Figure 11. Final stock and flow with RM Inventory and productive part. 

So we assume a Constant Order Rate and a I 00% yield factor (perfect production 
process) . We begin to see what happens if we consider, as consumption rate, the Order 
Rate to define the reorder level. 

Frorri the simulation we obtain a Gap as follows: 

c. 

" "' 

mar apr may aug sep 

l<'igure 12. Gap trend with reorder level based on Order Rate and in hypothesis ol"p<-rkd pmd11dio11pnw<·ss 

We know, from previously simulation done for the produclion part nsing the satne 
demand rate, that the Gap trend would be the same that is represented itt f"igurc :'i. Now 
we think that the oscillations may be due to the inability to pid tnall:rial needed to 
pmduce, because the RM Inventory has not the required availability. So WG rct11ove f(Jr 

:t 111oment the constraint placed on desired production rate, 01 rather we allow the 
desired production rate" to take all necessary and we sec wltat happens t.o RM 
lttvcnl:ory. 
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Fi~-:m·(· 11. Raw lllal~,;ri;ds slo~,;k out in the reorder level based on Order Rate and perfect production process 

1\s r ~!!! h~st,~c-n in ngure .13, th€ P~f\A: Inventory goes in stock out during same 
di 1'1\.:n.:nl IH.: riod ( iud icatcd in the figure with blue circles) and this unavailable of 
makria I can·iL:s I he ( iap to the new and higher vibrations to indicate a Backlogs 
increasing. WL: umkrsland from these observations, that the order Rate is not suitable 
lilr ddin inr a r(~onkr level. If we try to consider the Desired Production Rate as 
< 'otiSlllllflliotl RaiL:, the situation that occurs is similar to the previous. 

It is possible to think that the information about consumption rates that we have 
bci(Jrc irnpknlentcd to define the reorder level, are not sufficient so that stock out 
sit nat ions in warehouse will be not occurred and then more oscillations of Gap. 
Assur11ing a perfect production process, the only information that we can use for the 
del in it io11 or reorder level is represented by the Backlogs level. In fact, Backlogs that 
appear in the model are to be intended as a quantity that serves to chase the demand. In 
h1ct, the order Rate is such as to fill instantaneously the variable level of backlogs 
which will serve to define, through the desired production Rate, as send in production 
to reset the Gap. 

The outstanding orders level variable has the same expression of backlogs but they 
have different conceptual functions . The outstanding orders keep track of pending 
orders while backlogs are used to register the coming demand, to defme the desired 
shipment rate and to increase or decrease the gap which will subtracted to outstanding 
orders to create the appropriate desired production rate. It is clear that if there are 
outstanding orders and there is neither nor WIP inventory, the desired production rate 
doubles itself and the decreases during the pieces are produced that will refill WIP and 
inventory. So, if we haven't inventories in the production section, the coming demand 
becomes backlogs, that is the demand indicator to follow and in this way is sends into 
production as actually demanded by customers. We must not forget that the use of 
backlogs is a common strategy in MTO companies that in this way decrease medium 
levels of stock in hand, aiming to have no inventory of customized products. We see, 
therefore, what happens defining the reorder level based on the desired production rate 
and the level ofbacklogs as in the figure 14. 
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Figure 14. Stock and flow with information about Backlogs and Desired production rate for the definition of 
reorder level and perfect production process 

The gap returns to have the pattern shown in figure 5 and in fact the RM Inventory 
doesn't go in stock out. The same occurs if we consider together backlogs with order 
rate, instead the desired production rate to defme reorder level. We see now what 
happens to the gap if we consider an imperfect production process and we maintain 
information on backlogs for the definition of the reorder level by virtue of what was 
experienced previously. 

As consumption rate for the definition of the reorder level, we suppose initially the 
Order Rate and then we analyze the Gap trend. 

wd9 

• ,:_~/'11tt~M1r~~~~d!it ·w~ j~ 1
'11 

-· 1 ! 
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jan feb mar apr may jun jul aug ~~·~ fl 11d 

Figure 15. Gap trend in imperfect produclion pron:ss ,."'". 

As it can see in figure 15, the gap oscillates all ovGr the sinud;dion liiiil~ hori;r.o11. 
<lap is moving towards positive values, due to high WI I' hul I hen J:tlls into new 
hack logs caused by the inability to collect what it need in product ion Ji·ont raw materia I 
warehouse. Removing, again, the constraint on the desired produd ion rate it is 
ohsGrved frequent stock outs of the raw material warGhouse. ... 

$(10 

\ \ f\ 
'\ \ \ I \ I :·:~ :·:.~~ ~:~:-:::.d 

\ \i \ 
~ \1 ' 

i-:---'i-~+---...:...........£J'-f-'!.L.+':----+---:-:-+---"'"-'-' , __ !, . • ·' ,o 
jan feb mar apr may jun jul aug sep ocl nnv do<: 

I• I ~run· I li. Raw material stock out during imperfect production process and information about order rate to 
define reorder level. 
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We try, now, to give as consumption rate in input in the reorder, the dcsin:d 
production rate and we observe what happens to the gap. 

wdg 

'] 
:;r ,.f11

11Mlh··:· ., ~r ~~ 

I ~: 'I I I ·l ..... ····+········-+-:-··+..,---·-t-···+ --···+----+--····+-----1 
J11n lull n~t J r apr may JUn JUI aug sep oct nov dec 

Figun· 17. < iap lr~ud duriug itnp~rli;cl production process and reorder level based on desired production Ralc. 

Gap reaches equilibrium near zero as we have hoped and this means that the raw 
material warehouse is able to provide what is required to the production part without 
causing ii1rihcr delays in the execution of received orders. In smnmary, we have 
observed lin the ddlnition of the reorder level when the order rate is constant: 

• l't:rll:ct production process (100% Yield Factor): setting the order rate or 
<k:sired production rate as consumption rate, gap has also fluctuations 
throughout the simulation horizon, and it indicates the stock out raw material 
warehouse. Adding the information on backlogs both order rate that desired 
production rate give the same results and they reveal suitable for defming the 
ruonkr level. 

• Imperfect production process: setting order rate as consumption rate, the gap 
has fluctuations throughout the simulation horizon, that represents the choice 
ofthis is not appropriate to define reorder level. In fact, it observes significant 
stock outs of raw matc;rial warehouse in some periods. Setting, instead, the 
desired production rate1 as consumption rate the system reaches equilibrium 
and the raw material stock level is such as to always satisfy the requirements 
of production process. This is understandable, since in case of imperfect 
production process we observed in the previous paragraph that the desired 
production rate should be increased by scrap rate if we want the negative 
feedback stating gap to assume values close to zero. This means that when the 
manufacturing process generates waste, consumption rate required by 
production process is greater capabilities to meet a particular order. 

Figure 18. General CLD 

Causal map of complete model is shown in figure 18; definitive stock and flow is 
shown in the figure 14. 
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3. Conclusions and future developments 

-The simulation model developed in this work is related to a MTO (make to order) 
company and its implementation took place in a modular way. At the beginning the 
section relating to the production has been developed, which differs f1·om that presented 
in the article object of study [9] for the introduction of the flow or fiwlty parts. The new 
reorder level management policy, applied to raw materials, was implemented. The 
management policy of stocks of raw material is implemented to reorder level and it is 
different from the policy presented in the start article. It was finally pcrfl:l:tcd the model 
of development, through the representation of the CLD and the st<Kk and flow. The 
results of simulations of the overall model, in fact, have showed new cause I effect 
relationships between the involved variables. 

The present work lends itself to many developments. The first one could be the 
building of a cost structure. Of course, for a MTO company, l:osts will have a greater 
importance because function of service level that company wants to offer. For example, 
if the demand that company receives, exceeds the production l:apaeity resulting in high 
backlogs, related costs will increase and if the analyzing product has a high profit 
margin it can evaluate the advantages of a larger production capacity. Of course, the 
convenience to increase production capacity is determined paying attention to delays in 
the acquisition of skills but also the type of product that is taking place, because we 
know that if it has a short life cycle it will be realized tor a limited period of time, 
leaving the producer with excess capacity that maybe in the future will not be exploited. 
It may also be that the company's inability to meet an increasing demand is due to the 
excessive generation of scrap and reworking pieces in the system, therefore, the fact of 
having to rework of the pieces or enter new material into the system to meet the same 
order, determines a decrease in the production capacity that cannot be exploited for 
realization of the orders. So, in this case, it may consider the economic advance of an 
intervention aimed at improving the capability process. It could also consider a 
scenario in which the production capacity is reduced, due to failures on the machines 
causing interruptions in the production process. Also in this case could be made on the 
economic analysis relating to the implementation of a preventive maintenance program. 
For the management of supply, we have chosen to implement a reorder point policy, 
hut it could also implement a different policy and perhaps compare the results arising 
fi·om these by choosing the policy that poses the greatest advantages. 

Another interesting thing is going to alter the value of the parameters in the model 
and see at what values the system tends to behave as desired. In particular it could alter 
the smoothing constants and see which values enable the system to maintain the 
reactivity enough to cope with unforeseen changes in variables that are referenced. In 
our model to derive the interrelations between the variables we considered constant 
demand, the factor of process rate and time of delivery. It would be very interesting to 
nmsider these quantities as random variables, characterized therefore from a statistics 
r ·lating to average and variance, and evaluate through appropriate scenario, the 
influence on corporate performance. Altering the average and variance of these 
variables in the analysis of the scenarios is to go to assess the impact ofvariability and 
1111ccrtainty have on inventory management and strategic decisions relating to eapal:it y. 
I he level of offered service. If the delivery time is considered as a random variable, il 
! ' il ll evaluate the effect that would have an umeliable supplier on our co1np:111 V 
pcrf(mnance. If we consider what has been said in previously, take into al:t:ouul llw 

IIIH" ·rtainty of supply process may mean going to evaluate the convenience to r,-, ·l"iw 
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suppliers from a foreign manufacturer or consider sourcing from multiple vendors that 
have benefits in terms of time, cost and different quality. Consider a market detmnd 
described by a random variable, means considering the effect that uncertainty in 
demand has on business performance. This of course affects the strategic and 
operational decision within the company. 

Finally, considering an imperfect process rate, means testing the effect of thu 
uncertainty in the production process on business performance and assess the 
appropriate decisions at various levels of business planning taking to get the maximun1 
benefit. 
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